Please cite this article as: Jun S, Lee SA, Kim JS, Jeong W, Chung CK, Task-dependent effects of intracranial hippocampal stimulation on human memory and hippocampal theta power, Brain Stimulation, https://doi.ABSTRACT 1 Background: Despite its potential to revolutionize the treatment of memory dysfunction, the 2 efficacy of direct electrical hippocampal stimulation for memory performance has not yet 3 been well characterized. One of the main challenges to cross-study comparison in this area of 4 research is the diversity of the cognitive tasks used to measure memory performance.
INTRODUCTION

Materials and Methods
) using the same methods at Seoul National University Hospital (Seoul, South Korea) 5 had hippocampal depth electrodes implanted ( Figure 1A) and then performed two different 6 verbal memory tasks (i.e., word pair associative memory and single word item memory) with continuously for 5 s, extending until the following fixation; the stimulator was then inactive 1 for the following word and fixation. The stimulation was randomized to occur during one of 2 the two blocks in each session. Note that for the present study, we compared stimulation 3 effects between the stimulation-on and stimulation-off blocks. 4 Neuropsychological memory test 5 Neuropsychological assessments were conducted on all subjects before surgery 6 (within one month) as part of routine clinical practice (36). We measured the Memory 7 Quotient (MQ) using the verbal immediate and delayed recall subtests from the Korean 8 version of the Rey auditory verbal learning test (RAVLT). The RAVLT requires immediate 9 recall a list of 15 words presented audibly at intervals of 1 s, and this procedure is repeated 10 five times (verbal immediate recall) after 20 minutes' recall for the list of words (verbal 11 delayed recall). We measured WMS word associative memory using the verbal paired 12 associates subtest from the Wechsler memory scale fourth Edition (WMS-IV). The WMS 13 requires that patients learn seven pairs of unrelated words presented audibly and then listen to 14 the first word of each pair and recall immediately the other word in the pair (verbal paired Behavioral data were analyzed with SPSS 23 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). We 1 quantified the stimulation-on memory performance in this task by computing the proportion 2 of learned words that were successfully recognized during stimulation-on versus those words 3 learned during stimulation-off. To test whether items learned during stimulation were 4 remembered more accurately than items learned without stimulation, we compared the 5 accuracy of memory scores between stimulation-on and stimulation-off trials within blocks; 6 we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and assessed the statistical significance of changes. 7 Then, we compared memory differences with neuropsychological memory scores using the 8 Spearman's rank correlation analysis with bootstrap confidence intervals calculated using 9 1000 resamples with a significance level of 95%. 10 Intracranial EEG data including depth and ECoG were recorded using a 128-channel 11 digital video monitoring system (Telefactor Beehive Horizon with an AURA LTM 64-& 12 128-channel amplifier system) digitized at a sampling rate of 1600 Hz. The impedance of the 13 electrodes was between 0.3 and 1 kΩ when implanted. Analyses of intracranial EEG focused 14 on oscillations in iEEG of field potentials recorded from the hippocampus in two patients 15 who performed both the word pair associative and word item memory tasks. Our main 16 interests were whether oscillatory activity in the iEEG of field potentials would differ Analyses of iEEG data were conducted with MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, 1 USA). Prior to data processing, all channels clinically identified within the ictogenic zone, or 2 those electrodes observed as corrupt during recordings, were excluded from all data analysis.
3
Electrodes were also excluded from subsequent analyses if there were any motion artifacts. 4 All data preprocessing was performed at a single electrode level. For each subject, all non-5 excluded electrodes were first digitally filtered with a low-pass filter of 100 Hz. To attenuate 6 60 Hz line noise, a notch filter at 60 Hz was applied. The recorded data were then re-7 referenced to the common average reference (CAR). 8 To quantify specific changes in different frequency ranges in the hippocampal gray 9 matter with a continuous time complex value representation of the signal, we conducted a 10 time-frequency analysis. We performed spectral decomposition (1 frequency from 1 to 10 Hz, 11 2 frequencies from 10 to 20 Hz, and 4 frequencies from 30 to 100 Hz, logarithmically spaced; 12 Morlet wavelets; wave number = 2.48) for the 0 -4 s epoch relative to word onset in the 13 encoding phase and 0 -3 s epoch relative to word onset in the retrieval phase. Mirrored 14 buffers (length = 2 s) were included before and after the interval of interest and then 15 discarded to avoid convolution edge effects. Transformed single trial data were squared for 16 calculating power and then normalized by the mean and standard deviation of the baseline 17 power (-1 to 0 s of word presentation onset) of each frequency.
18
To test the significance between stimulation-on versus stimulation-off during 19 memory retrieval phase, we extracted t-values using the means and SDs with the independent 20 two sample t-test. For visualization of time frequency map, epoched single trials were 21 averaged across all trials. Then, to investigate the theta power changes in the hippocampus, 22 we analyzed the signal across three different frequency ranges that have been implicated in 23 episodic memory and plotted time series data with averaged t-value in each of the three frequency bands. To obtain hippocampal power during the encoding phase, we performed the 1 same procedure and same spectral decomposition method described above.
2
For statistical analysis, trials were split into 2 groups based on whether the stimulus 3 was associative memory or item memory. The averaged t-value across the presentation for 4 stimuli (0 -3 s) in all trials of each three frequency bands was compared between associative 5 memory and item memory. This result was then used to perform group-level comparison in 6 each of 6 subjects ( Figure 2C) . For the analysis of encoding phase, we performed the same 7 procedure and same spectral decomposition methods described above. Note that the 8 independent two sample t-test for encoding phase was conducted with all trials between two 9 different memory tasks within subject ( Figure 3C and D right panel). 10 For Power spectral density (PSD) analysis, analyses for each patient, and state were 11 calculated separately in Matlab. PSD analysis used the Welch method (pwelch function in 12 Matlab with a 512 ms window, 256 ms of overlap, see Figure 3A for an example of PSD in 13 Subject 5). We determined significance using non-parametric statistics that controlled for 14 multiple comparisons (37).
Results
1
Hippocampal stimulation improves associative memory but impairs item memory 2
In our study, 10 subjects including two within-subjects with implanted electrodes 3 performed two different verbal memory tasks while hippocampal stimulation was applied 4 during some encoding trials ( Figure 1A) . We designed these tasks specifically to assess the 5 differential effects of electrical stimulation in the hippocampus on memory encoding ( Figure   6 1B). We assessed the effect of stimulation on memory by examining behavior in the 7 subsequent recognition phase of each task. In the item task, we defined successful memory as 8 correctly identifying old items as "old". The mean percentage of correct responses across all 9 trials was 83.6 ± 7.3 %. We defined successful memory in the associative task as the 10 combined accuracy in the "intact" and "rearranged" trials because in order to correctly 11 identify a pair as "rearranged", the subject must not only recognize that the words are all 12 familiar but, they also recognize that the words are not in the correct pairing arrangement.
13
The mean percentage of correct responses on the associative task was 63.5 ± 9.8 %. Note 14 that the behavioral result of the associative task is the same as in our recent study (27). 15 We then assessed individual memory performance for the two memory tasks on 16 stimulation-on blocks compared with stimulation-off blocks and conducted nonparametric 17 statistical within-subject's comparison of mean accuracy between stimulation-on and 18 stimulation-off trials to measure significance (Figure1C). For associative memory, the 19 average accuracy in the six subjects improved significantly with hippocampal stimulation (off 20 = 59.3 ± 10.1 %; on = 67.3 ± 9.7 %; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, df = 5, p = 0.027). In 21 contrast, for item memory, the average accuracy in the six subjects was significantly lower 22 with hippocampal stimulation (off = 86.1 ± 6.5 %; on = 81.1 ± 8.0 %; Wilcoxon signed-23 rank test, df = 5, p = 0.042). Crucially, we conducted a comparison analysis of the effect of To address the hypothesis that underlying neural signals during each task may two-sample t-tests, p < 0.05). These results add to the existing literature that successful 1 memory encoding in the hippocampus is positively correlated with the strength of theta 2 oscillations.
3
[ Figure S2 ] 4 Stimulation-mediated memory effect is greater in subject with poorer baseline cognitive 5 function 6 We further considered the possibility that stimulation effects could be related to 7 baseline memory function, and thus analyzed the correlations between the hippocampal-8 mediated memory effect and baseline cognitive capacity including memory in all patients 9 (Figure 4) . Overall, the patients with poorer baseline cognitive performance tended to 10 improve much more with stimulation on the associative memory during retrieval. Conversely, 11 the patient with higher baseline cognitive performance tended to show the greater 12 stimulation-mediated impairment in item memory. Across all subjects, the magnitude of the 13 associative memory enhancement showed negative correlations with three different baseline 14 neuropsychological performance, showing that only the correlation with WMS associative 15 memory task presented as significance. (Spearman's rho, Full-Scale IQ, associative; r(6) = - 16 .145 p = .784; MQ, associative: r(6) = -.203, p = .7; WMS word associative memory, 17 associative: r(6) = -.841, p = .036). On the contrary, although the correlation with MQ is not 18 statistically significant (item: r(6) = -.116, p = .827), the memory impairment for item 19 memory showed significantly positive correlations with baseline performance measures 20 (Full-Scale IQ, item: r(6) = .928, p = .008; WMS word associative memory, item: r(6) = .812,
With the present study, we demonstrated that direct 50 Hz electrical stimulation of 3 the human hippocampus improved a word pair associative memory but impaired single-item 4 memory. The task-specific memory modulation may be related to the fact that the associative 5 task elicited stronger theta oscillations than the single-item task. During retrieval, memory 6 enhancement was accompanied by neural oscillations that reflected increased theta activity in 7 the hippocampus. Altogether, our findings indicate that cognitive effects of brain stimulation 8 are dependent on the tasks employed and suggest that theta oscillations may provide a 9 mechanism by which hippocampal stimulation enhances memory performance. 10 The present study provides for the first-time direct evidence of task specificity on the 11 efficacy of direct hippocampal stimulation on memory in humans and demonstrates that theta 12 activity is linked to this stimulation-induced memory enhancement. This finding extends 13 prior non-invasive stimulation studies that implied the specific role of the hippocampus on 14 associative memory (44-46), and the selective stimulation influence on associative memory 15 success in contrast with item memory (47). Notably, our data reveal that hippocampal 16 stimulation specifically influenced theta-dependent task in the hippocampus, and that this 17 task-dependent neural activity associated with memory enhancement was observed even 18 within the same subjects. 19 
Task-dependent effects of hippocampal stimulation on memory 20
Our behavioral finding of impaired item memory by stimulation corresponds with 21 prior findings of observed item memory impairment by hippocampal stimulation (3, 4). several differences, not necessarily mutually exclusive, that may underlie these behavioral 1 discrepancies. One potential explanation is that the brain's encoding state could have an 2 impact on the behavioral outcome of the stimulation. That is, the memory tasks that recruit 3 different neuronal processes may be differently affected by stimulation through the activation 4 of different neuronal pathways (48). A robust body of previous evidence indicates that the 5 hippocampus supports encoding associative or relational information whereas item memory 6 can be supported by extra-hippocampal structures (11, 49-52). The preferential engagement 7 of the hippocampus for associative memory rather than item memory (i.e., non-associative 8 memory) has been found in humans at the level of single hippocampal neurons in a recent 9 study (53), which reported elevated hippocampal firing selectively during successful 10 associative memory retrieval. In fact, we showed in our behavioral results a selective 11 influence on a word pair associative memory task compared with single-item memory. We 12 further confirmed that the underlying neural activation levels differed depending on the tasks 13 applied even within the same individuals during memory encoding (Figure 3) , indicating that 14 the stimulation generated differing behavioral effects depending on its targeted underlying 15 neuronal activities. 16 This reliance of stimulation effect on different brain activity is in line with the MTL 17 single unit activity in primates: A small difference in the specific neuronal population of the 18 MTL could produce opposite behavioral effects through stimulating certain stimulus (i.e., 19 task) selective neurons (54). In similar reasoning, prior human iEEG study explored brain's 20 encoding state-dependent modulation, showing that the effect of the stimulation on brain 21 function depend on the state of neural activity at the time the stimulation is applied (26). This 22 study estimated, unlike in the present study for which we focused on local hippocampal 23 activity, global brain encoding states derived from whole-brain patterns of neural activity and 24 showed that decoding the latent brain states can improve the chances of influencing memory outcomes through stimulation methods. On a related note, a non-invasive transcranial 1 magnetic stimulation (TMS) study exhibited that the effect of stimulation is strongly reliant 2 on the state of the stimulated region (55), suggesting that the difference in excitability of 3 neurons could have a critical role in determining the behavioral outcomes of stimulation (48). 4 Besides the differences in underlying hippocampal activity, the effects of stimulation 5 could be sensitive to several stimulation parameters. In the present study, stimulation 6 characteristics of phase, frequency and pulse width were similar to those in previous studies 7 (4, 6); however, there were still minor differences in factors such as stimulation sites, 8 amplitudes, and duration. The stimulation sites in our study (i.e., cathodes) were located in 9 temporal white matter together with the hippocampus grey matter; hence we hypothesize that 10 the net effect of stimulation was to increase the activation of neurons projecting from the site 11 of stimulation that preferentially mediated axons rather than the cell bodies (56). Accordingly, 12 this may have driven hippocampal activity by eliciting excitatory responses upon electrical 13 stimulation (57). In addition to the stimulation site, our protocol was of slightly higher 14 stimulation amplitude and of longer stimulation duration, which could have increased the 15 total energy delivered to the tissues (58). Previous studies on animal and human deep brain 16 stimulation exhibited that brain structures respond differently to stimulation parameters (59, 17 60). Thus, setting precise parameters is an important factor for consistent effects of brain 18 stimulation (61).
19
Theta activity as a neural signature for memory enhancement 20 In our iEEG data, theta activity increased only during associative memory and during 21 successful memory encoding of item memory. Our findings are consistent with those from associative than for item memory (18, 62-64) and increased theta activity during encoding for considering the importance of mechanically characterizing the causal effects of stimulation 1 on brain activity during memory encoding, it is crucial for the entire field that new and 2 improved methods to minimize stimulation artifacts be developed. By depicting that hippocampal stimulation is most likely to improve memory when 5 the underlying hippocampal activity is specifically related to theta activity, our data offer 6 valuable insights into the inconsistencies reported in behavioral effects of hippocampal 7 stimulation so far and provides the foundation for future work that maximizes the 8 effectiveness of brain stimulation for treating memory disorders. Accuracy differences between the two conditions were significant across subjects (Wilcoxon 13 signed-rank test, * p < 0.05). Colors denote associative task (red) and item task (blue). (c)
FIGURE TITLES AND LEGENDS
14
The Z-score difference accuracy in between stimulation-on and -off in each individual subject. 15 Note that Subjects 5 and 6 performed both tasks. (d) Mean difference accuracy across 16 conditions for each task (Mann-Whitney U test, ** p < 0.01). Error bar indicates standard 17 error of mean (SEM). memory encoding, the time-frequency map shows mean differences in normalized power 10 between correct and incorrect stimuli in each memory task (A: Subject 5, associative and 11 item memory task, respectively, B: Subject 6) . Changes in the right panel of time-frequency 12 map represent the critical t for significance (two-sample t-test, p < 0.05).
9.
Hampson Subject demographic data are presented together with clinical observations from clinically identified seizure onset zones, and pathology in subjects who underwent corresponding surgery. Anode and cathode indicate brain regions of stimulation in each subject. In all subjects, the stimulation location was either the left or the right mid-hippocampus, the mean current was 2 mA, and the mean charge density was 360 µC/cm 2 /phase. Subject pre-operative neuropsychological results. A clinical psychologist employed the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Korean version (K-WAIS-IV) for Full Scale Intelligence Quotient (IQ). The Rey-Kim Memory test was used to assess Memory Quotient (MQ) and the Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS) IV was used for word associative memory. 
